1.0 SCOPES / OBJECTIVES

This Method Statement covers the installation of the Emergency Lighting System. This procedure is to define the method used to ensure that the Emergency Lighting System has been installed as per the contract requirement.

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 Particular Integrated Emergency Lighting System specification Section 1105/SP/E-16537.
2.2 Shop Drawings ref: 1505/XXXX
2.3 General Specification Clauses 16005, 16010, 16050

3.0 ACCESS / EGRESS

Work will be carried out only when all associated works of Main Contractor and A&P being verified that they have been completed.

4.0 HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARDS.

Health and Safety procedure by Main Contractor and by XXX will be implemented for this job. The responsible safety officer as per XXX procedure will do a routine safety inspection.

a. Safety Lighting.

Safety lights will be used in case of power failure ensuring the good illumination of the working area to aid evacuation if necessary.

b. Task Lighting.

Adequate lighting will be provided ensuring the good illumination of the working area. Task lighting, where required will consist of fluorescent and/or halogen lighting mounted on purpose built stands.